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fromtheexecutivedirector

Gina Warner
Executive director, NAA
gwarner@naaweb.org

In the weeks leading up to the fall elections, our television screens, radios, and
mailboxes are bombarded with information and pleas from national, state and
local candidates seeking to persuade us that their views and plans and experience
are what we need. What makes a good story? How can you get “voters” (in our
case, funders and other stakeholders) to support your program?
Certainly a well-told story can be a tremendous tool of persuasion. Nothing
is more impressive than an outstanding program that engages children and can
demonstrate a positive impact on the child, his family, and the local community.
This month we’re happy to feature two programs doing just that. In “Powerful
Empowerment” we learn how the Boys and Girls Club of Carbondale, Illinois
uses youth as community resources. And in “Like a Quasar Filled with Hundreds
of Thousands of Stars” we learn about the Orange County After School Zone
Program, a successful community-based partnership between Orange County
Government, the Orange County Public School System, the Boys and Girls Clubs
of Central Florida, and the YMCA of Central Florida. Both programs are doing
an excellent job making convincing arguments that their afterschool programs are
important for kids and their communities.
It always helps make the case for your program when you include data. This
month’s feature “Justifying Your Program: Showing Need through Local Data” helps
program leaders understand why data is important and how you can better use
data to not just improve the quality of your program but also to convince funders
and other supporters that their investment is one that will reap significant rewards.
Sometimes being persuasive means that you need to engage other partners and
bring other voices to the table. Whether it’s the thoughts and ideas of the young
people you serve (Young Americans Ideas Book), or new generations of older
adults raising their grandchildren (Grand Successes), a diversity of supportive
voices can be extremely inﬂuential. From business leaders to ministers, to law
enforcement officials, there are many in our communities who can and will attest
to the positive benefits of afterschool programs and how those programs help
improve the quality of life for their constituents.
What’s your story? Take a page out of the politicans’ playbooks and come up
with a persuasive case for your program. Then share it with us! Post program
pictures and other highlights on our Facebook page. Who knows? You might be
the program we feature in our next issue!
Until next time!

Gina Warner
Executive Director
National AfterSchool Association
Find more information on the books mentioned by visiting:
Young American Ideas Book: http://younginvincibles.org/2012/08/
young-american-ideas-book-12-solutions-to-help-get-our-generation-back-on-track/
Grand Successes: http://www.gu.org/RESOURCES/Publications/GrandSuccesses.aspx
4
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news
calendar of eVents

South Dakota School Age Care Alliance
(SoDakSACA) Annual Fall Conference
October 5–6, 2012, Sioux Falls, SD

AfterSchool Works! NY
Annual Training Institute
October 13, 2012, Rochester, NY
Lights On After School
October 18, 2012
Vermont Center for
Afterschool Excellence Vermont
Afterschool Conference
October 26, 2012, Stowe, VT
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whatafterschoolisreading
FOR YOU AND YOUR PROGRAM:

teaching With
PoVerty in Mind,

WHAT BEING POOR DOES
TO KIDS’ BRAINS AND WHAT
SCHOOLS CAN DO ABOUT IT
By Eric Jensen

Teaching with Poverty in Mind, What Being Poor Does to Kids’ Brains and What Schools
Can Do About It, published in 2009, provides the reader with an understanding of the nature
of poverty, an overview of the ways that poverty affects behavior and academic performance,
and outlines strategies that adults can use to best support development and achievement for
children and youth who may need more of a different type of support. Children experiencing
economically disadvantaged life situations, either permanently or continuously, are affected in
ways that afterschool staff needs to understand. Both the strategies and resources outlined in
this helpful book will provide a basis for more successful afterschool programming.
While the title focuses this book on schools and teaching, it is very helpful when thinking
about how to best serve children in afterschool programs. Reading that more and more children
are living in poverty, it is known that afterschool can be a great place to support learning and
overall development. This is an accessible book that both gives an overview of important new
research (about brain development and teaching) as well as great ideas about how to best teach
children who are dealing with the issues that come with poverty.

FOR YOUTh (GRADeS K–2):

the fo’c’sle:

HENRY BESTON’S
“OUTERMOST HOUSE”
By Nan Parson Rossiter

6
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The true story about a man living in a sixteen by twenty-foot shack for a year on a dune
watching the ocean world and its surroundings may make today’s kids asking “Why?” and think
“no way.” But it will also allow adventurous young dreamers of today’s world to imagine what
life could be like in a teeny home near the ocean.
This version of the story, retold through the art and words of Nan Parson Rossiter in The
Fo’c’sle: Henry Beston’s “Outermost House,” is told in a way that youngsters can understand.
Beston became famous after writing an adult version about his adventure in Outermost House.
Rossiter’s beautiful illustrations are combined with her commentary and Beston’s poetic
words in the book for readers ages six and up.
Fo’c’sle was the name of the house on the Cape Cod where Beston lived. Inside his simple
home were a bed, a chest of drawers, a writing table, a few chairs, and a small kitchen.
Rossiter’s artwork captures the beauty of Beston’s amazing surroundings. Readers will
wander on the beach, stop to look at wildlife, shiver at howling winter storms, and rest with
beautiful calm waters. It will open their eyes and mind to a world they have never seen.

voiceinthefield

CLF

Collaborative Leadership Fellows
Q. What is CLF?
A. Collaborative Leadership

Fellows (CLF) is a ten-month
leadership experience launched in
2008 in Rochester, Minnesota to
strengthen individual and collective
leadership skills to enhance the
capacity of the local community to
solve complex community issues.
Six specific skills are taught and
practiced in this cohort program:
Assessing the Environment, Shared
Vision, Building Trust, Shared
Power, Developing People, and Self
Reflection. The practice part comes
through developing a community
engagement initiative that is
completed by small groups within
the fellowship.

Q. How has this program

impacted afterschool educators in
your area?
A. Each year we intentionally
recruit fellows representing
multiple sectors of the community.
Participants have included a
variety of afterschool professionals
from Girl Scouts, Boys and Girls
Club, Family Y, youth ministry,
a multicultural learning center
program, and community education.
Afterschool educators who complete
CLF learn new skills, greatly expand
their network, and gain confidence
in approaching other community
partners to pursue and strengthen
the important work of afterschool
programs. Two of the five cohorts
to date have addressed a community
engagement initiative focused
specifically on youth development.

Q. We understand CLF “grads”

created a program called PMN.
What is that about?
A. In 2011, a group of six
leadership fellows created a five-week
summer program called Picture My
Neighborhood (PMN) for youth in
a high need neighborhood for their
CLF community engagement initiative
focused on youth development. They
partnered with the local Red Cross
for meeting space, a neighborhood
elementary school for students,
solicited donations from local
businesses, and secured one-to-one
mentors for youth who were education
students as well as police officers
and professional photographers. The
fellows even designed t-shirts that
were printed and donated by a graphic
design business. All these partnerships
contributed to the success of the
program. Attendance averaged twenty
kids each week. It was an amazing
experience for youth and adults.

Q. How did the program impact the

youth?
A. Through this energizing fiveweek PMN program youth were able to
experience these benefits:
› Learned photography skills using
digital and disposable cameras.
› Spent supervised time outdoors
exploring their neighborhood with a
unique eye.
› Created an individual photo journal
to share with family and friends.
› Built caring relationships with
adults from inside and outside their
neighborhood community including
professional photographers, law

enforcement officers, university students,
teachers from their neighborhood school,
and the six CLF fellows.
› Became part of a community
art exhibit as their photos were
collectively displayed at the annual
ArtWalk event in downtown Rochester,
Minnesota.

Q. How did the leaders display

their training during the program?
A. The PMN project was successful
on a variety of levels as a collaborative
afterschool summer program. The
fellows did a fantastic job of “Assessing
the Environment” by talking to
potential partners and stakeholders.
The vision they crafted was simple,
solid, and easy for others to support
wholeheartedly. Each fellow brought
their own personality, expertise, and set
of connections, and wove them together
into an amazing project!

Q. What, in your opinion, is the
most important aspect of being an
afterschool leader?
A. Afterschool professionals bring
together such a unique combination
of passion and skill. Leaders who can
nurture a passion and enhance youth
development expertise through coaching
and mentoring youth workers will
make the most impact. I highly value
the learning involved in the CLF skill
set. It is based in relationships, shared
vision, shared power, and influence to
build powerful bridges with youth and
with other community partners. This
combination will carry afterschool
professionals a long way in impacting
their vision and dreams for youth. •
www.naaweb.org | FALL 2012
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justifyingyourprogram
BY THE

nuMB3rs
Using data to see the
successes and shortcomings
of afterschool programs.

can happen without accurate, timely data
on which to make informed decisions.
“Information gives policymakers,
funders, and those who work in
afterschool programs an understanding of
what effective programs look like,” says
Nancy Devine. “Without data, we don’t
have the information we need to raise
program quality, and we risk poor use
of limited resources.” Devine oversees
afterschool initiatives at The Wallace
Foundation, which supports afterschool
system-building efforts.
The foundation recently published a set
of six data tip sheets offering guidance
on how to incorporate data collection and
analysis into afterschool efforts available
at www.wallacefoundation.org.
Attendance, for instance, is a critical
indicator of whether a program is working,
says Elizabeth Devaney, the former deputy
director of the Providence Afterschool
Alliance (PASA).
“When you see it drop off, there is a
problem,” says Devaney, now a consultant
to PASA.
Another crucial piece of information from
program providers is their average daily
attendance (ADA), which is the average
number of participants per day of service at a
site. Typically, funders look for an ADA that’s
at least 75 percent of projected enrollment.
While asking for a program’s ADA may not
sound like a big request, many providers don’t
know how to calculate it.
Monitoring total hours of each student’s
participation is important as well, because
the more a young person attends a highquality program, the more he or she is likely
to benefit. ADA alone can mask a drop-off
problem if programs have rolling enrollment

56

88
112

175
| BY PAT WECHSLER

policies, and the flow of new students is
keeping the attendance numbers up.
Parents and the students themselves are
other key sources of information. Before
launching the initiative to serve middle
school students, PASA surveyed parents
and discovered many weren’t sending
their children to afterschool programs
because older students were using the
same facilities, and parents weren’t sure if
their kids would be safe. In Chicago, After
School Matters learned from students their
inability to use their bus pass on city buses
after 6 p.m. interfered with attendance, says
Caron, whose program, which Wallace
supports, serves twenty thousand teenagers.
Data also helps programs match their
offerings to the demand. “When we
started, we thought we should be focusing
on academic programs to help students
improve their performance,” Devaney
says. “After surveying students we found
out what they really wanted and…by
offering what they wanted first, we were
then able to make the same kids open
to the idea of working on their math or
reading after school.”
But no program can suddenly adopt a
data approach to its operations. “You have
to teach all the participants how to collect
data, how to use data,” Caron says. “Data
is as good as those who input it.”
“Our next steps are to assess whether
afterschool is adequately assessing career
and college readiness,” Caron says.
“There’s definitely a lot more we need to
measure to get the whole picture on what
these programs mean.” •

Mary Ellen Caron, CEO of Chicago’s
After School Matters, remembers the days
when afterschool programs in her city
were lucky if they could report how many
children had registered. They couldn’t tell
you the number of students attending daily,
which ones were showing up regularly, or
whether participants were benefiting.
“All we had were anecdotes and hunches
on how well things were working,’’ says
Caron, who was then head of the city’s
Department of Children and Youth Services,
which supported programs provided
by community-based organizations.
“Sometimes we ended up with one
basketball program here and another there,
neither of which was full. Then we’d get a
request for funding for a third. When funds
are so limited, you have to be careful.”
Change began in 2006 when Chicago,
like a growing number of cities, began
coordinating the afterschool activities
of schools, community organizations,
funders, and others to create citywide
afterschool systems, a linkage identified
by the RAND Corporation in its 2010
Hours of Opportunity study. Driving
these efforts is the hope that increased
coordination will translate into
improvements in programming and
youngsters’ access to it. But none of that

45

CHICAGO’S AFTER SCHOOL MATTERS: www.afterschoolmatters.org / RAND CORPORATION 2010 HOURS OF OPPORTUNITY STUDY: www.
wallacefoundation.org/knowledge-center/after-school/key-research/Pages/Hours-of-Opportunity-Volumes-i-ii-iii.aspx (or http://bit.ly/
qpLp5B) / THE WALLACE FOUNDATION: www.wallacefoundation.org / PROVIDENCE AFTER SCHOOL ALLIANCE: www.mypasa.org
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professionaldevelopment

ethics
Teaching ethics is an often-debated topic. How can
you present on something
that is based on values and
beliefs? Why should ethics
conversations be included
in staff meetings when we
have so many important
things to cover? Can ethics
even be taught or are they
something that is already
learned?
Most professions have
a code of ethical conduct.

Ethics in professional development. | BY TAMMY MARiNO, MBA

This code provides the practitioners of that profession
a lens for understanding
important issues as well as
a framework for making
tough decisions. The field
of afterschool is diverse and
primarily relationship-based
which can lead to conflicts
of interest, diverging goals,
and often situations where
the right course of action is
unclear. Afterschool has the
NAA Code of Ethics to nav-

etHiCs as a FrameWorK
Professional ethics provide a framework for staff to understand the
many nuances of a tough situation. Through the code of ethics, staff can
identify the elements under consideration and prioritize them based on the
hierarchy. For example, if a staff member is asked by a school principal to
share information about a specific child with the school counselor and the
program policies do not offer specific guidance on whether they can or cannot do this, the staff member can look to the section on ethical responsibilities to children and youth for guidance. In this section, one of the principles
states: “Ensure that confidentiality is maintained unless the well-being of a
child is in question.” The staff member can consider if the well-being of the
child is in question and then make a decision to speak with the counselor
or not. In this scenario, the first step would be to check with the program
administrator. However, if this staff member does not have a direct supervisor or their program administrator is unsure, the ethics can provide them
with a framework for making tough decisions.
etHiCs as DisCUssion starters
The Code of Ethics can also be a great discussion starter. During staff
meetings, trainings, or other opportunities, supervisors can choose a section
of the ethics and pose questions for how their staff might or should respond
to a speciﬁc scenario. For example, “Recognize the parents’ right to make
decisions for their children and respect different childrearing value systems” is
a key part of the section on ethical responsibilities to families. During a staff
meeting a supervisor could ask, “How does our program support parents in

igate dilemmas and highlight ethical considerations
when working with children,
youth, and families. It is important to not only introduce
staff to the NAA Ethics,
but to use these ethics as a
guide for challenging decision-making. The NAA’s
code of ethics was published
in 2009 and can be found at
www.naaweb.org.
“The purpose of the NAA
Code of Ethics is to raise

awareness of our personal
commitment to ethical conduct as we carry out our
professional responsibilities, conforming to accepted professional standards
of conduct. Our Code of
Ethics adheres to the highest standards of integrity
and honesty in all public
and personal activities to
inspire public confidence
and trust in the afterschool
profession.”

their right to make decisions for their children?” or “How do we show respect
for different parenting styles and value systems?” These questions can
prompt staff to be reﬂective of their practices and to challenge their current
systems to improve quality of services offered.
etHiCs as ProFessionaL DeVeLoPment
In addition, the Code of Ethics can be used to develop, deliver, and connect
professional development opportunities. Training can be created around each
section or linked to speciﬁc principles. For example, if a session is offered on
family engagement, the section on ethical responsibilities to families can be
incorporated into the content and/or referred to during the session. Organizations can use the Code of Ethics to discuss current practices and identify ways
to increase the quality of their programs. The section that follows each set
of principles offers key action steps that can be used as a self-assessment to
identify areas of strength or opportunities for growth.
reFLeCtion
How might you use the Code of Ethics to improve your practices? What are
ways you can begin the discussion around ethics and the profession? How can
you be a leader in demonstrating ethical conduct in your work with children,
youth, families, colleagues, communities, and schools? What resources or
tools do you need to do this? The NAA Code of Ethics is a simple yet powerful tool that can be a great resource for individuals and programs. Consider
making it a part of your staff orientation and a living document with your
program’s structure. •

| Tammy Marino, MBA, is the training and education coordinator for OregonASK.
Source: National Afterschool Association Code of Ethics
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issue

YoutheMPOWerMeNt
Youth can be used as community resources in unique ways.

| THE BOYS ANd GiRLS CLUB OF CARBONdALE, iLLiNOiS

Chocolate is powerful. Its
aroma can be intoxicating. Its
luster mid-melt—nearly blinding.
For an average eleven-year-old to
mix a bowl of chocolate for ten
minutes without sneaking a lick
seems a near impossible task.
Fifteen-year-old Victoria
could stop this temptation with
just a look.
Victoria presided over a
kitchen of roughly fifteen
adolescents, mostly boys
between the ages of eleven and
thirteen. From the moment her
Science Group of the Young
Entrepreneurs’ “Marketplace of
Ideas” Summer Camp settled on
making chocolate bars for their
unique invention, she grabbed
the mixing spoon and ran with it.
The premise was fairly
simple: Four groups design
four original products to
manufacture, market, and sell
for a profit. Each group has
ten to fifteen participants, ages
eleven to seventeen, tasked with
seeing the project through each
stage. If a student has his or her
hand on the project from point
10
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A to point Z, the reward is an
equal share of the group’s profit.
Of the forty-nine students
enrolled in the camp, it was no
surprise that Victoria was one of
the seventeen students awarded
with an envelope the Monday
after the sale. She earned it every
step of the way.
When the group mulled
over a variety of ingredients,
Victoria moderated a debate
between the caramel faction
and the dried fruit bunch.
Ultimately, it was her that
decided a wide taste test of the
different “Addiction Chocolate
Bar” would be the final say on
the best ingredients.
When it was time to melt the
chocolate, mix the ingredients,
choose which elements would
go in which molds, wrap the
chocolate, design the wrappers,
and pass the chocolate out to
taste testers, Victoria had the
uncanny ability to decide which
tightly wound adolescent would
be best suited for each job.
It was a fifteen-year-old girl
telling a taller thirteen-year-old

boy to wrap shiny chocolate
bars in tin foil for others to eat
rather than indulging himself—
and the thirteen-year-old boy
actually doing it.
Sights like this one were
almost common throughout the
two-week Boys and Girls Club
of Carbondale camp. In the
digital arts group, a high school
sophomore made a beat good
enough for his high school senior
classmate to feel comfortable
singing her personal lyrics over.
In the engineering group,
an idea from the brains of
two eleven-year-old girls
captured the minds of two
high school boys who helped
them execute their visions of
colorful duct tape accessories.
The fifteen-year-old boy wasn’t
even embarrassed to try on a
red-and-white headband bow
combination to make sure it was
strong enough to suit an adult.
Although none of the fortynine youth would identify
them as such, these tasks were
building assets to help make
the youth healthy, caring, and

productive citizens.
Within the Search Institute’s
tried and tested Forty
Developmental Assets for
Adolescents, empowerment
of youth is key. One principle
states that youth must be used
as resources in the community
(Asset No. 8).
“…(T)hey will learn
even more if they’re given a
meaningful task to complete,”
the Institute’s website explains.
“Encourage kids to mentor their
peers. Teach them how they can
help other youth by listening to
them and helping them work
through their problems.”
By helping her Science Group
learn restraint, patience, and
problem-solving skills, fifteenyear-old Victoria left the camp
with more than an envelope full
of fifteen dollars. She left with
an empowerment asset and the
ability to pass that asset on to her
peers—a power perhaps even
greater than chocolate itself. •

whatafterschoolisusing

WhAT’S ON The MeNU?

aPPetiZers, Main dishes, desserts, and doggie Bags!
BY JAN GARBER
Gourmet Learning’s menu
for reading, math, and science goes beyond the regular
educational “menu” and serves
smooth, rich, differentiated instruction that actively engages
students in their learning. The
end result is students taking
responsibility for their learning and ultimately achieving
significantly higher test scores!
The Gourmet Learning design
provides teachers with all the
tools to learn how to teach
more effectively and thus increasing their teaching success
with significant outcomes.
How does this work? The
Gourmet Learning design
for Appetizers, Main Dishes,
Desserts, and Doggie Bags
provides customized differentiated instruction and puts
teachers in charge of students’
explicit/initial instruction with
the gradual release of learning
responsibility to students so
that the students will:
INCREMENTALLY UNDERSTAND THE
COMPONENTS OF EACH SKILL
LEARN EACH SKILL’S HORIZONTAL
AND VERTICAL APPLICATIONS TO

OTHER SKILLS AND CONTENT AREAS WITHIN THAT DISCIPLINE
UNDERSTAND THEIR ROLE IN

ASSUMING TOTAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THEIR LEARNING TO

A PPETIZERS

Short, daily warm-ups that include grade level appropriate, high-interest, cross-curricular text passages,
and graphic organizers with multiple-choice and open-ended questions to introduce or review reading,
math, and science skills. These teacher-modeled activities provide informal assessments of students’ reading and problem-solving skills and critical-thinking development. More specifically, Appetizers provide
high-interest content relating students’ experiences to the objective of the lesson and putting the students in
a receptive frame of mind for learning; focus students’ attention on the lesson objective; create a framework
for students to organize and metacognitively interact with text; extend students’ understanding and application of skills to real-world text; review reading and writing skills in a short comprehensive format; empower
teachers with thousands of opportunities to emphasize test-taking strategies; provide models and analyze
thinking strategies for why an answer choice is wrong or right.

M AIN DISHES

Engage students to think deeply and to construct their own meaning and knowledge. Main Dishes, grades first
through eighth, are an enormous wealth of differentiated instructional strategies which incorporate real-world
text in authentic literature from renowned authors in a multiplicity of ways. They have been proven to work with
students’ diverse backgrounds and learning styles. Main Dishes are vertically-aligned curricula for reading and
math skills that utilize a scaffolded, modular format for skill-specific teaching and learning. There are sixteen to
twenty-four objectives within each grade level. Each reading or math skill provides explicit instruction that uses
direct questions and unique strategies to directly involve students with teachers in learning each skill’s components while simultaneously modeling the gradual transfer of learning. Learning is continually monitored informally through the use of the Checking for Understanding, Lesson 2 Games and Lesson 3 Collaborative Learnings. Three formative assessments are embedded within each skill lesson with the specific goal of monitoring
individual student progress. These tools provide the teacher with valuable observational information on how well
students comprehend specific skills, and how well they can apply those strategies in a variety of applications.

DESSERTS

Learning-based center activities that provide additional opportunities for skills assimilation while
having fun. Desserts provide skill enhancement through learning centers in a non-threatening environment that encourages peer interactivity and learning. Activity direction can be delegated to parent
volunteers, paraprofessionals, or peer-to-peer tutorials.

DOGGIE BAGS

Doggie Bags are optional games taken from the Main Dishes, presented on cardstock and laminated
with commercial grade laminate. Doggie Bags are an integral part of the Gourmet lesson. These games are
designed to directly support previously learned materials within the Explicit/Initial Instruction of the Main
Dishes. Additional games, collaborative learnings, enrichments and reteach lessons continue to scaffold students’ understanding and ability to apply the skills in a variety of learning environments.

INCLUDE THE ABILITY TO ANALYZE,
SYNTHESIZE, AND EVALUATE AN
AUTHOR’S MESSAGE

CHOOSE APPROPRIATE OPTIONS

TO REINVESTIGATE, RELEARN, OR
ENRICH SKILL SETS

There you have it, fully aligned to the Common Core Standards and the Texas TEKS/STAAR,
the “full meal deal” utilizing a fun, different approach to learning. All materials are available in print
or online. Additional information can be found at www.gourmetlearning.com. There are no “leftovers” in the Gourmet Learning meals! • | Jan Garber is the president of Gourmet Learning.
www.naaweb.org | FALL 2012
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Lending
a Hand
C.S. Mott Foundation provides $3.1 million grant for Flint
afterschool programming. | EdiTEd BY ERikA FiFELSki

A program that helps kids use out-of-school time to advance both inside and
outside the classroom will again be offered at more than a dozen schools across
six Genesee County districts through the support of a $3.1 million grant from the
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation to the Genesee Area Focus Fund. The Fund is a
supporting organization of the Genesee Regional Chamber of Commerce.
YouthQuest, led by the Regional Chamber, offers afterschool activities and
services that promote academic learning, physical fitness, youth leadership, volunteerism, and the exploration of new interests and skills in such areas as science
and the arts.
“In addition to reinforcing the learning that takes place during the regular
school day, programs like YouthQuest offer students many opportunities to cultivate and expand their interests and skills,” said William S. White, President and
CEO of the Mott Foundation.
Our years of work in the field of afterschool and extended learning have reinforced our belief that the hours between 3 and 6 p.m. are crucial for children.
Afterschool programs can provide an environment where students have new and
different experiences that help to boost their confidence, improve their academic
achievement, and invigorate their interest in learning.”
“Mott support for YouthQuest and Bridges to the Future, as the program was
known when it was launched in 1998, has totaled $27 million since 2000. Because of this funding, Mott is connecting children with the communities around
them and exposing them to cultural experiences they may otherwise not have,”
said C.S. Mott Foundation Vice President of Communication Carol Rugg.
“It’s a great way for kids to be engaged in the community and maybe even
reconnect to education in ways that keep them in school and help them become
more interested in graduating and going on in their education,” said Rugg.
The Genesee Regional Chamber of Commerce applies annually for funding
and has been fortunate to receive the essential monetary assistance that allows
the chamber to continue providing services to school-aged children. Particularly
for middle school students, afterschool programming makes available a safe environment for growth that helps students transition from elementary school to high
school.
“Middle school is…an age of discovery, and YouthQuest is all about discovery.
Middle school is a great time for us to really engage (students),” said YouthQuest
Executive Director Rhetta Hunyady. “They have a great opportunity in this program to find and refine their interest areas, and through different clubs and activities, we can help them sort out what their own natural skills and abilities are and
that can help set a course for them as they move into high school and beyond.”
12
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Hunyady said middle school is a critical time for students to make decisions
for themselves about their academic
goals, and encouraging excitement
about learning while participating in
programs like YouthQuest can give
students of this age a needed boost that
inspires enhanced performance inside
and outside of the classroom.
“We want to engage them with a
positive experience at the middle school
level and help them see the many positive choices they can take advantage of
to make (their experience) very rich and
vibrant,” said Hunyady.
Research suggests that regular participation in quality out-of-school pro-

grams like YouthQuest can lead to better
grades, lower rates of truancy, more engagement in school, attainment of higher
levels of achievement in college, and a
reduction in delinquency and contact
with the police. Advocates also note that
for many working parents and guardians, afterschool programs help ensure
their children are in a positive environment during the hours after school.
Tim Herman, CEO of the Regional
Chamber, notes that the YouthQuest approach also helps participants “develop
such important employment skills as
problem-solving, critical and creative
thinking, and healthy decision-making.”
“These are attributes that employers

tell us are important to their companies’ competitiveness and long-term
survival, and YouthQuest gives students
a jumpstart in their development,” said
Herman.
The C.S. Mott Foundation’s commitment to its hometown is further
reflected in the more than $758 million
that it has invested in the greater Flint
area over the past eighty-four years $24
million in 2011 alone. That funding has
included support for YouthQuest and
other programs serving children and
youth, economic and downtown development, job training, public safety, and
emergency and family services. •

Source: C.S. Mott Foundation
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The Orange County After School Zone (the Zone) is like a “quasar
filled with hundreds of thousands of stars.” Over the past thirteen
years, approximately 150,000 participants embarked on a journey
through the program that changed their lives and created a universe of
stellar opportunities.
The Zone is funded by Orange County Government and is a successful
partnership between Orange County Government, the Orange County
Public School System, the Boys and Girls Clubs of Central Florida, and the
YMCA of Central Florida. The Federation of Congregations United to Serve
(FOCUS), a faith based initiative, was very significant in the program’s
creation and has maintained the relationship.
The program was created in 1999 for middle school students after a rash
of “youth-on-youth” crimes were committed. The local newspaper published
“Critical Middle Years,” a series of articles which brought the plight of
middle school youth to the forefront of the community. The Orange County
Citizens’ Commission for Children conducted a study that showed a high
incidence of crime, poor school attendance, low GPAs, gang involvement,
and the lack of youth connected to their schools and their communities. The
study also showed an alarming number of middle schoolers going home to
empty houses after school and spending many hours unsupervised.
As a result of the findings of the study, the Orange County Board of
County Commissioners made a substantial commitment to Orange County’s
middle school youth when they agreed to fund the After School Zone. The
program was designed to support the county’s commitment to reducing
juvenile crime and improving academic performance for middle school
youth, a highly vulnerable and often forgotten group. It provides prevention
and early intervention programming through enrichment, recreational, and
educational, school-based enhancements.

Quasar

LiKe A

filled With

HUNDREDS
of

THOUSANDS

{

stars

The Orange County After School
Zone Program is a communitybased, successful partnership.

The Zone is school site-based, and the majority of the staff are certiﬁed
teachers. On-site teacher stafﬁng provides a number of advantages:
• Teachers have an on-going relationship with the youth.
• Teachers are aware of the academic needs of the participants
and able to target their deficiencies.
• Site-based teachers are familiar with the facilities, the schools’
policies and procedures and have relationships with the principals
and the parents.
The After School Zone is currently on the campuses of twenty-six middle
schools. It is free of charge during the school year, with a nominal fee
during the summer for registration and field trips. Scholarships and reduced
fees are available for those unable to pay the cost of the fees.
The Zone is outcome-based with three contracted goals: increased grade
point averages, better school attendance for participants than non-participants,
and no repeat or initial involvement with the juvenile justice system. Since
14
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the inception of the program, the
outcomes always have been met or
exceeded. Consistently, 99 percent of
the participants have no initial or repeat
involvement with the juvenile justice
system. It is also noteworthy that more
than 50 percent of regularly participating
youth are honor roll students with a grade
point average of 3.0 or higher.
After School Zone alumni
continuously share the significant
impact the program made in their
lives. The greatest achievement and
one of the most important outcomes is
seeing participants move forward and
be successful in their life ventures.
Zone alumni consistently are awarded
college scholarships and go on to
become doctors, accountants, teachers,
professional athletes, and the gamut
of professional positions, as well as
vocational technical graduates. One of

the outstanding alumni, after graduating
from high school, was awarded a
$96,000 University of Miami, Florida
Medical School scholarship.
The After School Zone program’s
success speaks for itself. It is nationally
known, having been presented in four
national conferences. It also has received
local, state, and national awards. Its
greatest impact is that students’ grades
are higher, attitudes improved, and
motivation increased. The positive
attitudes are maintained as they move
into high school with program alumni
succeeding in college and vocational
technical areas.
The charge to keep the After School
Zone contemporary, interesting,
and with student buy-in has to be
continued. To that end, eighth graders
are engaged by designing activities
exclusively for their age group; student

input is used for curriculum expansion;
new and innovative activities are
consistently added; STEM (science,
technology, engineering and math)
activities are regularly increased, and
the program will continue to explore
creative ways to increase parent
involvement. The After School Zone
is a wonderful example of what can
happen when local government and the
community come together to meet the
needs of its youth. The program has
been an opportunity for many of the
participants to “change their course
and select a path that will open up an
infinite number of opportunities. They
have also learned that if they shoot for
the moon and miss, they can still land
among the stars.” •

HigHligHts and accomplisHments
• To date, the program has served approximately 150,000 students.
• Since the program’s inception in 1999, participants have contributed 86,980 hours of community service.
• At the state’s minimum hourly wage of $7.67, service hours equate to more than $667,000 of in-kind contributions.
• Career Exploration has consistently been one of the more popular components. It encourages youth to begin
thinking about job readiness.
• Students are exposed to guest speakers from various fields, including online research, service learning, financial
literacy, portfolio building, interview skills and personal assessment.
• It works to build on the premise that in addition to four-year colleges, there are multiple routes to a successful
future, and preparation should begin in middle school.
• A number of industries have provided hands-on experience to students, including culinary arts, television and
broadcasting, the arts, building and construction, engineering, nutrition and wellness, zoology, aviation, law, and
aeronautics.
• The creation of a Minority Male Leadership Initiative aimed at reducing academic achievement gaps between
majority and African American and Hispanic middle school males, and increasing minority male graduation rates.
• Creation and implementation of a curriculum-based arts program, which includes visual arts, music, dance, and
theatrical arts. It has clearly defined goals, a defined evaluation process, is collaborative in design, and able to be
replicated at other sites.
• Having two of its best practices recognized by Promising Practices in Afterschool System (a national program that
seeks to improve afterschool offerings ). One was empowering students to help determine activity content through
a daily choice system. The other was using survey suggestions for future programming and removing barriers so all
youth can participate in the program by offering it free of charge during the school year, with a nominal fee during
the summer, and providing free bus transportation to areas with high student numbers.
• Increasing the number of project-based activities that revolve around STEM, such as rocketry, clay tech, game
tech, etc.
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M A k i ng
Virtues

V i si ble

Bringing out the best in others and
ourselves. | BY dARA FELdMAN

Character education empowers school communities to create environments that
foster ethical, responsible, and caring young people. It is a proactive and comprehensive
effort to awaken gifts such as empathy, honesty, creativity, responsibility, and respect in
students and ourselves. We all have the virtues in us in potential. What helps strengthen
them is when others notice our virtues and name them for us.
Relationships are key to empowering students to be the best they can be and outof-school time relationships can be the most important. As the late Steven Covey
said, “More important than being successful is being significant. Significance means
making a contribution to others.”
How can we help students understand their significance and realize their true
potential when we may only get to spend a small amount of time with them? Below
are some simple ideas to get you started.

Virtue of the Week. Select a virtue. You can read a book, show a video clip, have a discussion, do a virtues pick, etc, to demonstrate
what that virtue looks like in action. Invite students to use their creativity to exemplify the virtue through songs, skits, art, writing, and more.
Virtues Vouchers: Have a student select a virtues card from www.virtuesproject.org and click on Education. When you click
on “Do an educators pick,” a random card comes up. Read the virtue aloud. Invite everyone to discuss how they have demonstrated
that virtue in the past or seen someone else demonstrate it. Then discuss how it could be applied to today. Check in with students as
they leave at the end of the day to see if they demonstrated the virtue, and if so how. Give them a virtue voucher to remind them of
the best within them. You can create your own virtues voucher or print out the Words to Live By series from DJinker and write the
acknowledgement on the back. An example of a virtues acknowledgement is as follows:
I honor your diligence in completing your homework this afternoon.
I honor is the stem, diligence is the virtue, and completing your homework is the evidence.
Acknowledge students when you see them in the act of committing a virtue and watch what happens. It is life changing.
My hero Project: The My Hero Project uses media and technology to celebrate the best of humanity and empower people of
all ages to realize their own potential to affect positive change in the world. Visit http://myhero.com/go/forum/ to find inspiring
resources for students to create essays, art projects, media, and share about their own real world heroes.
serVice Project: Have students find a real world problem in their community and come up with ideas to solve it, such as an
awareness campaign or recycling project.
signs of success: Have students identify signs of success for a different virtue each week. Take digital pictures to bring the
evidence to life. Create books and/or posters of students demonstrating the virtue.
raPs and Psas: Have students use their creativity to create a rap or PSA on a specific virtue. Videotape it so students can use the
videos as reminders for how to be their best selves.
Virtues scaVenger hunt: Create a sheet with statements such as, “Someone who showed courtesy by saying ‘thank you’
today. Someone who showed orderliness by putting materials back where they belong.” Have students walk around the room asking
classmates to identify which statement is true about them. Once they select a virtue statement, the student signs their name next to the
statement. The students try to connect with as many others as possible.
secret Pals: Pick names out of a hat at the beginning of each week and keep track of the virtues exemplified by the other person
by writing them down on a sheet of paper. Read them out loud and/or give them to the person at the end of the week.
Virtues charades: Have students act out and guess different virtues.
Best friend BrainstorM: Brainstorm the qualities of the most disappointing friend you ever had and the best friend you ever
had. Discuss how this is related to virtues and out of school time.
16
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Online Resources: www.character.org / www.virtuesproject.org / www.myhero.com

a Personal Virtues Poster: Have students/teachers create personal virtues posters showing virtues that are strong in them and
ways they demonstrate each.
syMBols of Virtues: Have students create or identify a symbol for each virtue, crayon for creativity, heart for love, etc.
geM tag day: Everyone wears a nametag in the shape of a diamond. Students catch one another demonstrating a virtue and write
it down on the other person’s gem tag.
the strength tree: Create a tree with each child’s name on a leaf, refer to their virtues as inner strengths, just like trees have
roots to hold them to the ground. Write acknowledgments on the leaves. Conduct a ceremony to recognize the childrens’ efforts at
the end of each season and allow them to take them home.
guess the Virtue: Show video clips that display virtues; have students try to guess the virtue. Music videos are great to use as well.
jeoPardy: Create a Jeopardy board with definitions as the answers and names of the virtues as the questions.
create a Peace Zone: A peace zone is a place where students can use the following steps to resolve conflicts:

PEACE TALK STEPS: 1. Take turns “truthfully” telling your experience of what happened. / 2. Listen “respectfully” to the
other person’s point of view. / 3. Share how you “honestly” felt. / 4. Creatively find a virtue you each need. / 5. Use “justice” and
“forgiveness” to decide what amends need to be made. / 6. Practice “commitment” to decide how to do it differently next time.
Remember to keep in mind that relationships and significance are key. So even if you do nothing listed above but you welcome your students
each day with a smile, call them by name, and acknowledge the virtues you see in them, you will help to bring out the best within them and
within you. Wishing you a joyful, meaningful, and significant year. • | Dara Feldman is Director of Education for The Virtues Project.
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Engaging Youth

in Building healthier out-of-school tiMe
| BY dANiEL W. HATCHER

Photo: Daniel W. Hatcher

Ethan is an enthusiastic 14-year-old from
Menlo Park, California. His science fair
project examining the factors that contribute
to childhood obesity won awards at the
California State Science Fair and led him
to become involved with the Alliance for
a Healthier Generation’s Youth Advisory
Board. While on the Youth Advisory
Board, Ethan created a series of seven video
segments based on the empowerME4Life
curriculum, a healthy-living course created
by the Alliance for a Healthier Generation.
His video segments reached about one
thousand elementary school kids. Last year,
he was awarded a $1,000 Youth Service
America United Health HEROES Grant
to implement his service-learning program
at an under-resourced school without a
physical education program. In addition to
teaching the empowerME4Life curriculum
and using his videos, Ethan used his grant
money to purchase sports equipment for the
afterschool program. Next year he plans to
bring a school garden to the same school, so
the kids can get a hands-on experience with
fruits and vegetables.
Ethan demonstrates that there is no
need for today’s youth to wait to take on

a leadership role—or for adults to wait to
engage them.
Many young leaders like Ethan have
turned their focus toward one of the most
significant health issues impacting the
nation: childhood obesity and the barriers
to healthy eating and physical activity. With
nearly one in three young people overweight
or obese, the United States is facing an
epidemic with such complex causes that it
cannot be addressed by just one solution,
sector, program, or policy. The Alliance for a
Healthier Generation believes that youth play
a crucial role alongside adults in creating
healthier places to live, learn, work, and play.
Youth are positioned to play a powerful
role to help adults understand the impact of
the epidemic, to share in developing ways
that healthy changes can be made in youthserving settings, and to influence their peers
and families to join them in taking action.
The newly adopted National AfterSchool
Association standards for healthy eating
and physical activity provide an opportunity
for adult allies to engage youth, raise
youth voices, and create partnerships
with youth to positively affect health
outcomes by connecting healthy eating and
physical activity best practices with youth
development methods.
Before afterschool and summer programs
begin to implement these standards, a few
questions they might consider include:

Does our organization’s strategic
plan and/or do our program goals
support the integration of prevention
of unhealthy behaviors with the
promotion of youth development?
Does our organization’s media
strategy provide opportunities for
youth to be advocates for healthy
eating and physical activity?
Does our organization participate
in health-focused community
networks to advance ongoing youth
development activities?
Does our organization make funding
available for health and wellness staff
to be trained in and access positive
youth development resources?
Does our organization provide
initial and ongoing assistance to
staff regarding how to integrate
and implement youth development
principles into health prevention
programming?
Does our organization and our staff
involve youth in healthy eating/
physical activity program design,
and implementation?
Does our organization and our staff
train and mentor older youth to serve
as out-of-school time leaders and
role models for healthy eating and
physical activity?

Out-of-school providers play an essential role in empowering youth to make healthy choices and become leaders and advocates
for physical activity and healthy eating. Out-of-school time settings looking to access support and tools to engage youth in building
healthier environments are invited to visit www.healthiergeneration.org to learn more about the work of the Alliance for a Healthier
Generation and its Healthy Out-of-School Time Initiative. • | Daniel W. Hatcher (daniel.hatcher@healthiergeneration.org) is
the advisor for National Heathy Out-of-School Time and part of the Alliance for a Healthier Generation.
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sustainability

TheBusiNess

of Before and AfterSchool

Managing for the long-term success of before and afterschool
programs requires many elements, some of which are accomplished on a daily basis and others only after years of purposeful groundwork have been completed. Developing a deep pool
of candidates or a strong flow from an incoming “staff ladder”
to meet your program’s ongoing staffing needs, falls into the
latter category and can be a great contribution from an administrator to an organization’s long-term health.
Afterschool administrators are continuously focused on safety
and quality standards, strong financial management, staff development experiences, and positive relationships with many stakeholders, to name just a few. They also are continually thinking about
the future needs of their organization, and for most before and
afterschool programs, staffing needs are always high on the list.
As an example, a common staffing mix of many afterschool
organizations today include most or all of these basic ingredients:
director, coordinator, some full-time staff, part-time staff, some
student interns, and a little support staff. The amount or proportion
of those staff categories vary greatly within the afterschool field.
A second point can be made that part-time staff are the major
ingredient of the afterschool workforce in most organizations,
and part-time staffing by nature (in all fields, not just afterschool)
has a higher rate of turnover than full-time positions. This reality
requires almost constant staff recruitment by afterschool administrators. However, if administrators build a staff ladder, they can
significantly reduce the amount of energy, time and money spent
finding new staff members each year.
A staff ladder is a predictable pool, although a “stream” of
trusted and trained individuals interested in joining your organization as a staff member would be a better analogy. The
only two factors required in the creation of a staff ladder are
planning and time; otherwise each organization’s plan to build
a ladder may look very different but accomplish the same goal.
Following is an outline of a path to success geared toward a
mid-sized, multi-site, full-service (school year and summer
camp) organization. Smaller or larger organizations could modify the basic elements to meet their specific needs.
steP one: Look inside first. Always begin by knowing your
own staff member’s future plans and aspirations. A good student intern today may be a great part-time, group leader next
year and a trusted full-time senior group leader in five years.

Building a staff ladder.
| BY ViNCENT d. LAFONTAN, MHA

steP tWo: Counselor in Training (CIT) Programs produce the
skills you are looking for. Create a CIT Program and make entry
into the program competitive. Formalize the training program,
evaluate the participants, have the CIT’s “work” the last week of the
program for their first paycheck, and then hold a ceremony (in front
of the whole camp or afterschool program). At the function, give the
students their certificate of completion (along with a check) to not
only recognize the student’s successful completion of the program,
but also to instill a sense of pride in them in front of the many little
faces they just worked so hard to keep safe and happy.
steP tHree: Junior counselor programs start a step up the ladder. The prerequisite for being a junior counselor is successful
completion of your CIT program, and more importantly, having
excellent evaluations during the program. If your summer CIT
program has ten participants the first year, then the second year
it may contain ten new CIT’s and four junior counselors, all of
who are returning CIT’s from last year. The junior counselors,
upon successful completion of a designated period of time
(for example a second summer camp) and positive evaluations
would then be offered a part-time student intern position in
your subsequent school year afterschool program.
steP FoUr: Student interns refine skills and are prepared for
regular part-time positions. Paid student internships are an integral part of afterschool programs and allow site supervisors
the time to provide many hours of on-the-job training. This
training and mentorship will in many cases lead to interns becoming regular part-time employees, especially if the student
intern goes to college in the vicinity of the afterschool program.
After that, the sky is the limit, and one of your CIT’s today may
be your organization’s director some day. Who knows!
In any event, if you spend the time discovering and training
the talent within your own staff and the community you serve,
your investment can pay off in the creation of a staff ladder
supplying motivated individuals wanting to work for your organization for years to come. Now that’s an outcome we would
all look forward to! • | Vince LaFontan has worked in the
afterschool field and as a consultant to youth-serving organizations, for eighteen years. Currently, he is the Director
of Farmington Extended Care and Learning in Farmington,
Connecticut, and a member of the National AfterSchool
Association’s Board of Directors in Washington, D.C.
www.naaweb.org | FALL 2012
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truestory

Fitness Programenhances overall achievement
| BY ERikA FiFELSki

Photo: Domus

AfterSchool Today talked with Jonathan Hoch, the Chief Community Officer for Domus
in Connecticut. The organization works with students and families through afterschool
and community programming. The Lion’s Den afterschool program in Stamford provides
an out-of-school environment for continued learning and overall educational success.

How is Domus impacting students?
Domus started in the early 1970s in
Stamford as a group home for boys. By the
1990s, the organization had gone through
different transformations. It is now operating
three charter schools, two in Stamford and
one in New Haven, for students who are
not successful in traditional educational
settings. Domus also operates community
centers, an outreach program for gang
members, programs to help kids get into
college, programs to help kids get jobs, and
afterschool programs.
What activities does your afterschool
program offer to students?
The Lion’s Den afterschool program starts
with a healthy snack, a fruit or vegetable.
Students then spend an hour’s worth of
academic time. From 4:30-6:30 p.m., students
have a choice of one or two activities. We
have football, basketball, and other sportsoriented things. We have an art club, book
club, and a boxing club. In Studio LD,
students are taught how to create beats and
rap and make music electronically. We also
have a Fitness First Program that focuses on
improving students’ overall fitness.
Are students who participate in
afterschool and fitness programs more
successful during regular school hours?
We have kept a lot of data on our Fitness
First Program, and it shows that the kids
participating in the program feel better about
themselves, and they’re doing better in school.

The people who come to the afterschool
program are engaged. They’re doing
homework, they’re doing activities, and what
we are able to see is that the kids who are
doing the fitness program and other activities
are also performing better. What we have
seen also is that the kids who participate in the
fitness program are doing better than the kids
who just come to the afterschool program
who are then doing better than the kids who
just come to school. National statistics show
that fitter kids are smarter kids.
Why is teaching healthy living important
for students, particularly those in lowincome communities?
The program we are operating is 90 percent
free and reduced lunch. Many of these kids
don’t have access to healthy choices in their
life. What we’ve done is partnered with the
hospital that sends a nutritionist to teach the
kids how to make healthy choices. We ask,
what is a better choice, Frosted Flakes or
Corn Flakes? Let’s look at the box and see
how much sugar there is. What is the serving
size? We do these things to help educate
the kids on how to make healthy choices
where they are. What’s important is to set
realistic expectations for the kids. In these
kids’ homes, the obesity rate is far exceeding
the national average, even the state and local
average. This program is unique in helping
to address some of those issues. We want the
kids to win. We want them to score better on
tests and be happier, and we also want them to
be healthier.

How are you making sure students can
apply these lessons outside of school?
We go on Park Crawls, instead of Pub
Crawls, where we travel with the students
to different parks in town so that they
can explore different areas. Then they
know that they can go to a park in their
community and walk or use the pedometer
to see how many steps they take in a day.
We’ve also created a family fitness night.
Every week, the parents come in and
do fitness with our kids so that they can
continue this and lead by example.
How do afterschool programs
supplement the lessons learned during
the regular school day?
I’ve been in the afterschool field since
2000, and I think that it’s incredibly
important for many different reasons. I
think that it is increasingly important to fill
the void that many schools are unable to fill
now. We’re seeing so much focus now in
schools on testing and data and classroom
hours. What is being affected negatively
by this is gym is going down, art is going
down, all these things we know kids need.
I think afterschool is playing an important
role in that and in how we can help kids
have some of these experiences in the same
structure and environment and help them
socially, emotionally, and in the case of
Fitness First, physically. •

have a “true story” you want to share? e-mail it to editorial@serendipitymediallc.com.
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